This paper proposes the research on human body behavior recognition based on vision. Behavior based on high-level human structure can describe behavior more accurately, but it is difficult to extract the behavioral characteristics while often relying on the accuracy of the human pose estimation. Moving object extraction of the moving targets in video analysis as the main content, research based on the image sequence robust, fast moving target extraction, motion estimation and target description algorithm, and the correlation between motion detection is to use frame, frame by comparing the difference between for change and not change area. The model is proposed based on the probability theory, and the future research will be focused on the simulation.
Introduction
Because the human body behavior recognition in the intelligent video frequency monitoring, based on the content video frequency retrieval, the sports event analyzes, domains and so on man-machine interaction and virtual reality has the widespread application value, already became in the computer vision the hot spot research area. However, in the realistic environment complexity, the sequence of action each kind of the posture non-rigid characteristic and the behavior classify the boundary the fuzziness, causes the human body behavior to distinguish into one to have the challenging research topic extremely. The most basic two problems of general human behavior recognition are behavior description and the recognition. At present, the commonly used behavior description method can be divided into two categories: one is based on low-level image information description method and the other is based on high-level human body structure description method. Based on the low-level image information method can quickly and robustly obtain the behavioral characteristics, generally only used to describe the simple behavior. Behavior based on high-level human structure can describe behavior more accurately, but it is difficult to extract the behavioral characteristics while often relying on the accuracy of the human pose estimation. Moving object extraction of the moving targets in video analysis as the main content, research based on the image sequence robust, fast moving target extraction, motion estimation and target description algorithm, and the correlation between motion detection is to use frame by comparing the difference between for change and not change area. Change area is thought to be caused by the object movement, so as to determine the moving targets. The difference can be, based on the brightness or color channel can be thought of as the color is better than brightness can determine the goals of the area of the low contrast and suppressing the influence of shadow and moving target detection method can largely be divided into the adjacent frame differential method and background subtraction, but there are some inherent problems moving target detection, such as not fully extract all moving point, sports entity is easy to produce hollow target was hours submerged by setting off easily as detection effect is affected by scene occlusions, light change, the influence of the rustling leaves, etc., it's easy to have a check which can be regarded as the following items [1] [2] [3] .
 Image de-noising: Video sequences are often subject to a variety of noise disturbances, such as Gaussian white noise, impulse noise, and multiplicative noise, when they are acquired and transmitted. In order to improve the image quality and facilitate the subsequent processing, the algorithm uses Gaussian filter de-noising and neighborhood de-noising method.
 Goal examination and shadow elimination: Uses in the background method of the difference examination video frequency sequence the movement human body. But first establishes one the auto-adapted change background model then carries on along with the time and the spatial variation the current frame and the background model the difference that establishes the extravagant value, the binarization division image obtains the prospect and the background.
 Contour extraction: the boundary tracking algorithm based on the connectivity to extract the pedestrian contour in the image sequence [4] [5] [6] . 
The Proposed Model
Image Tracking Algorithm. In order to realize the accurate tracking and positioning of the object in the visual tracking, it is very important to establish an accurate model for the accuracy and efficiency of the camera calibration. In this paper, we use the template which has the characteristic of the grid to calibrate, and propose a kind of flexible multi-level processing method for the camera internal and external parameters calibration.
We propose a fast method to obtain the camera centre, then with the consideration of the camera lens distortion model to estimate the camera internal and the external parameters, the internal and external parameters of the camera internal parameters in separate solution; in the calibration process, and the internal parameters calibration stages as the follows. 
Image feature statistical processing method is the important research content in computer vision. Image characteristics of basic histogram statistics method can give the overview of the target characteristics of the sex description, therefore in the complex background has good robustness, and have statistical characteristics of the advantages of rotation invariance and scale invariance. Kernel density estimation is another kind of the non-parametric statistical method, has been used as the important tool of data analysis as the follows [3, 5] .
The target characteristic is possibly combining the partial backgrounds in the majority of general situations, but the background information is extremely important regarding the basic characteristic analysis and the probability-posteriori similar target suits under the complex background the goal similar measure. Template matching in the static object recognition has the very high matching precision. In dynamic object tracking under complicated background, however, is often caused by the object shape change and keep out the problem such as tracking failure. In the use of the template matching for tracking, based primarily on surface matching values, to extract the optimal matching position, template of target location and update and match value is determined by similarity measure function, the similarity metric function directly determines the optimal matching position and, in turn, affect the tracking results. Image sensor of target scene through video signal line scan, through digital video signal which is formed by the video signal acquisition, again by the image signal processor processing, the output error signal tracking system relative to the target state will form the error signals, after amplifying the loss to the servo track target accurately.
Image Recognition Overview.
If there is interference image, the recognition rate to drop a lot. And the neural network method is highly nonlinear, parallel processing and the characteristics of robustness, very suitable for used to identify the intersection. Because of the Gabor wavelet transform based on the analysis of frequency local area and the direction of the digital image information has excellent performance, so in the computer vision and texture analysis has been widely used. And neural network has the self-study habits, adaptability, strong robustness and generalization ability.
Based on template method basis template in match process whether has the distortion to be possible to divide into the rigid template and the distortion template two kinds. Once the rigid template is refers to the template the structure to complete on no longer changes, in the template match process, only can carry on the template form and so on revolving, reproduce by pantograph transformations, in these transformation process, in the template during various picture elements relative position must maintain invariable also does not have any deformation. But distorts the template shape to be able to change according to the measure function, the goal is causes its and the goal shape is closer. Although the distortion template can adapt the different shape goal, but the structure distortion template needs the massive a priori knowledges, therefore the very multi-objective recognition question is not suitable. Moreover, distorts the template structure only to rely on most the goal outline information, the not yet put to full use color, the texture and so on other characteristic information, also has affected the recognition accuracy. Then the rigid template does not need the a priori knowledge nearly, moreover can fully use goal own each kind of the characteristic, even if receives the part mask in the goal in the situation, still might through not cover the region the characteristic to carry on the recognition from the listed aspects.
 Syntactic recognition method. The statistical recognition method is such a supplement and its description of the image features mainly depends on the symbol. Due to the syntactic level in syntactic recognition method to study the linguistic structure arrangement, so it can to simplify the complex image by means of hierarchical representation for simpler images or single image, can effectively highlight the identified image structure information.
 Statistical identification mode. Because in the actual image the background and the goal linearity as inalienable, therefore the statistical identification mode has the smallest classified error one method. Its principle mainly take mathematics in the related policy-making theory knowledge as the foundation, establishes statistics the recognition model, and makes the analysis and the statistics through this kind of model to the image.
 Neural network identification method. The so-called neural network identification method that mainly refers to the use of neural networks in the calculation of the target image to identify a way. Because neural networks exist to be able to achieve distributed processing and storage can be parallel to large-scale with adaptive and general self-organizing ability, so this approach in the need to deal with both fuzzy and imprecision of many conditions and factors to consider the image processing is particularly effective.
Body Behavior Recognition Based on Vision Model. The SFCRF model upper formation act of recognition category, the lower level the video frequency sequence which distinguishes to the upper formation carries on the score mark, and examines the sequence the integrity and the directivity, the upper formation category recognition to the database video frequency sequence extraction outline characteristic training model superstructure parameter and after the training had finished first then available in category test will test the output result will take the lower level the input divides the single complete behavior from the database the video frequency sequence, the training lower level design parameter, by the upper formation output took the test input, obtains correspondingly regards the frequency band, carries on the score mark to it, by mark result which obtains carries on the result analysis, further revises the result.
When test the upper formation has decisiveness to the lower level output result, the determination overall category; The lower level carries on to the upper formation output result further supplemented that, causes it completely accurate. Two affects together is advantageous accurately to the behavior recognition result, direct-viewing and links up. Using the motion history image, the behavioral motion in the sequence can be represented by a simple image vector, and at the same time, a part of the motion will be lost due to the self-occlusion or motion overlap due to the characteristics of the images themselves and under normal circumstances, the existence of a small range of the occlusion conditions, the behavior can always be identified by the movement of historical images.
In this paper, we mainly investigate the classification of the motion video sequences under the condition of online, and check whether it is consistent with the integrity and orientation of behavior. The integrity of behavior refers to the behavior of each component in the sequence of time, which is called a behavior category. Such as walking, with a certain speed, complete the move forward and legs that cross out, landing step, etc. Based on the prior discussion and the figure 2, the model can be then implemented, and in the future we will conduct the simulation. 
Conclusion
This paper proposes the research on human body behavior recognition based on vision. We can use the low-level image information in the behavior description includes: human movement speed, the optical flow and trajectory information and person's silhouette and contour, and so on. The contour feature is one of the important clues for the inner of the human behavior, descriptions of human movement state has certain representativeness. Behavior based on high-level human structure can describe behavior more accurately, but it is difficult to extract the behavioral characteristics while often relying on the accuracy of the human pose estimation. In the future, we will simulate the model and test the general performance.
